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Decision No. 93038 ~A': : S ~9S~ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC OTn.rrIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA. 

In the matter of the application ) 
of Orange County Radioeelephone ) 
Service, Inc., for authoriey to » 
extend its service area. 

) 

Application No. 56615 
(Filed July 12, 1976; 

amended February 26, 1979) 

- . 
Loughran & Hegarty, by Thomas M. Loughran, 

Attorney at Law, for applicant. 
Warren A. Palmer and Michael F. Willoughby,' . 

by Warren A. Palmer, Attorney at Law, for 
IndustriaI tommunications Systems, ~c. 
and Intrastate Radiotelephone, Inc. of 
Los Angeles, protestants. 

OPINION --- ........ _- .. 
Summary- of Application 

,. 

Orange County Radiotelephone Service, ~c. (OC), a 
, 

~lifornia corporaeion, seeks authori ey under Section 1001 of the 
Public Utilities Code to establish additional transmitter facili
ties on Sierra Peak' to extend its radiotelephone utility (RIO)· 
service area. OC provides two-way mobile, tone-and-voice, and 
tone-only services. Its principa~ place of business is at 
401 South Santa Fe Avenue, in the city of Santa A:oa.. 

OC proposes to use its existing airwave channels to 
broadcast signals from Sierra Peak. A microwave link would 
connect OC's operators in Santa Ana to ies proposed Sierra Peak 
transmitters. OC owns the transmitter site. There is an electronic 
equipment building and radio tower on the site. The estimated 
cost of additional facilities needed eo provide the service is 
$47,400.. OC would pay for the proposed construction from its 
existing capieal .. 
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OC's proposed service area partially overla.ps service 
areas of other RTUs' including those of protestants1.l: Industrial 
Coumnmications Systems, Inc. (ICS) . and Intrastate Radiotele
phone, Inc. of Los Angeles (IRX), and the proposed service'area 
totally overlaps the service area of Radio Dispatch Corporation 
(RDC) .'1:.1 ' 

OC est~tes that the addition of a nominal 20 paying 
customers per year due to expanding its service area would yield 
net operating losses of $6,345 and $2,125 in the first and third 
years of o~eration and a profit of $1,612 in the fifth year of 
operation .. -/ The comparable estilXlates of combined net income from 
all of OC's ope;'ations are $191,376, $463,986, and $765,566 in 
the first, third, and fifth year of operations. 

OC contends that there is public couvenience and neces
sity for its proposed expansion because there has been (1) substan
tial growth and development of the communities within its service 

11 Intrastate Radiotelephone, Inc. of San Bernardino (IRX-SB), 
General Telephone Company of California., and Radio Relay Cor
poration of California withdrew their protests. . 

~I On August 5, 1976 RDC filed a written protest alleging that 
OC had not laid a proper foundation for a granting of certif
icate of public convenience and necessity and that OC had 
filed incomplete maps .. .nth its application. RDC was served 
with the amended application .. 

~I OC also estimates that the expansion of its service area would 
yield additional revenues from calls to or from its mobile 
customers above' the 75 one~inute message allowance included 
in its existing $18 per month mini:mnu charge. If all of the 
14,. 000 transient calls made by OC' s mobile customers were 
billed by OC at its existing additional message rate of $0.15 
per minute, OC could realize theoretical revenues of $lO~O$O 
per year. OC's vice' president believed the increase in i~s 
revenues would be less than this amount. 
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area, (2) greater mobility of its subscribers due ~o the construc-
tion of a freeway system'in the Los Angeles-Orange/County basin 
area, and (3) an increased <iemt?d from' its Subsc:r~bers for coverage 
into its proposed service area- in portions of Los Angeles, . 

I 
San Bernardino, and Riverside counties.OC also contends it offers 
the only complete sales, service, dispatching, and business 
office facilities in Orange County to permit expeditious resolu
tion of service and billing problems and to repair or replace 
equipment. oe, contends that obtaining service from protesting 
R'I'Us could require traveling 40 or more miles and/or placement 
of long-distance telephone ealls,.2/ 
Hearings 

After notice, hearings were 'he~d in the city of 
Los Angeles. on August 27, 28, and 29, 1979 before AdmiDistrative 
Law Judge Levander and the matt:er was submitted subject t:o the 
receipt of a late-filed eXhibit and opening and closing briefs, 
which have been received. Constructive notice of these hearings 
was made through publication in the Commission's· Daily Calenda.r 

from June 22, 1979 th~ough August 29, 1979. 

~/ Exhibit F to the application contaius statements by oe sub
scribers aware'of other R!U services who desire oe service 
in the expanded area. 

1/ An. IeS mobile subscriber can call IeS' Anaheim office to 
schedule an ectuipment repair. ICS would send a repai~erson. 
from ano~her. ICS facility ~o make the repair. 
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Testimony for OC was presented by Mr. Ru11~ OC's viee 
president; Mr. Silve:, a private ilXVestigator; Mr. I.ewis~ the 
vice president of an indus-erlal park building, company; 
Miss Duncombe, a real estate agent; and by Mr. Dow~ a eo-owner of 
a consulting firm specializing in economic research. Testtmony 
for 'protestant~ ICS, was presented by Mr. Ha.rris~ its president 
and chief operating officer. Members of the Harris family own 
all of ICS' stock. 
Background 

In D.88513 dated February 22, 1978 in C.10210~ 
an investigatiou on the Commission's own motion to deter.mine if 
the Commis~ion should end its regulation of radiotelephone utili
ties~ the Commission concluded that (a) RXOs and wire line tele
phone companies offering two-way radio and one-way' paging se:viees 
are public utilities subjeet 'to the jurisdiction of this Commis
sion; (b) the Public Utilities Code requires the·Commission to 
regulate R'IUs and wireline telephone companies with respect to 
their providing two-way radio and one-way paging services to the 
public; and (c) such regulation is in the publie interest. 
A summary of pertinent judicial and Commission litigation is set 
forth on mimeo. pages 5 and 6 of D.885l3. During the pe:odeney of 
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C.10210,the processing of R!U certificate filings was suspended. 
D.885l3 required wireliue companies and R:n1s to ref:tle their 
service area maps drawn in confonnity with the provisions of 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Rule No. 21.504:r the 
Carey Report, to reflect their authorized power and antennae 
characteristics as of November 23, 1976. these revised service 
area maps superseded- the prior service area boundaries established 
by following the FCC's prior Rale No. 21.504, based on the Boese 
Repo~. !he Commission also adopted revisions to its Rules of 

Practice and Procedure gove~ng complaints ~iled by one RT'C' a.gainst 
another (Rule No. 10.1) and added the ~ollowing requirements for 

R.'IU applications§.! for certificates of public convenience and 

necessiey to avoid unnecessary R!U litigation: 
"18. (Rule 18) 

"(0) In the ease of a radiotelephone utility, proposing 
to expand its existing facilities add new facilities 
or file to serve additional territory. 
"(1) "When a radiotelephone utility applies to the 

FCC for a construction permit or change in 
its base st:a tion transmitters, antennae or 
frequencies, it shall at the same time submit 
all necessary engineering data to this 
Commission and obtain a staff letter of 
approval thereof. The effect of the proposed 
new or changed facilities on the utility's 
existing service area and that of adjacent 
Rl'Us will be shown on an engineered service 
area. contour map. 

§.I !he amended application was designed to meet these require
ments. 
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"(2) ~en the proposed expansion by the radiotele
phone utility extends into the certified area 
of another radiotelephone ut11i~ and is 
contested by the latter, the applicant shall 
show: 
"(i) '!hat the present service is unsatis

factory and the proposed operation 
. 'Will be technically and economiea.lly 

feasible, adequate and of good 
quality .. 

"(ii) A statement that the' radiotelephone 
utility attempted to reach an inter
carrier agreement whereby ~affic can 
be suitably interchanged to meet the 
pub lie convenience and necessity. If 
agreem.ent cannot be reached. both the. 
applying radiotelephone utili~ and 
the comp~inant radiotelephone utili~ 
are hereb~ duly notified that this 
Commissio7:ll,. after hearing,. may issue 
a mandatory interea.rr1er agreement or 
other suitable instrument pursuant to 
parts 766 and 767 of the Public Utili
ties Code as this Commission deems 
necessary to meet the public convenience 

. __ ." __ ._.-_an~_nec~ssity_ •.. ____ _~ ____ _ 

'''Eii1t Minor ~ensfOt'lS of-'·serv!ee-a-reaaIe .'.d 

excluded from these requirements where 
the overlap does not exceed lO~ of 
either utility's service area and where 
the extension does not provide substan
tial coverage of additioXJB.l major 

_. __ .. _._._ communities. 

"(11)·- Such additional information and cla1:a as may be nee
essary 1:0 a full '\mderstanding of the si1:Ua.tion." 
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Oc's Evidence 

Mr. Hull testified that (a) OC's mobile, tone-aud
voice-paging, and tone-paging customers need expanded RTU service 
to send or receive messages between OC's existing and proposed 
service area; (b) the Riverside Freeway is the principal highway 
transportation artery connecting OC's existing service area with 
the portion of its proposed service area in Riverside and San 
Bernardino counties; (c) a stretch of this freeway goes through 
Santa Ana Canyon; (d) none of the R'I'TJ's can provide voice 
transmissions within the canyon because the surrounding 
mountains block out their signals for about a lO-mile section 
of the freeway route; 1( (e) this c~nyon section· is undeveloped 
except for a golf course and for residential development in 
the "Anaheim Hills rr area at the southern approach to the canyon; 
(f) OC~ proposed transmitter overlooks the canyon and signals 
from it would provide voice and paging transmissions within 
the canyon and would enable OC to directly transmit voice 
messages and paging signals into the extended area; (g) equip
ment to provide for transient tone~and-voice paging had not been 
developed; (h) existing transient mobile service to OC's 
customers is unsatisfactory because a caller would have to 
know the location of the called mobile unit within the extended 
area and the mobile customer would need to have his receiver on 
the correct channel to receive the transient calls; (i) many 
OC customers would have to obtain additional expensive equipment 
to obtain transient service from other R'l'Us; and (j) there are 

2/ Other freeways connecting OC's existing and proposed service 
areas also traverse hilly terrain. 
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extensive delays and inconveniences in receiving transient 
I 

messages or in initiating transient calls from mobile equip-
I • 

ment due to ~avy loading on other mobile channels. 
OC!presently provides mobile and tone-and-voice 

paging on very high frequencies (VBF)~ 152.120 megahertz ~) 
(Channel 7) and 152.210 MHz (Channel 13), and on ultra-high 
frequencies (UBF)~ 454.325 MHz (Channel 33) and 454.35 MHz 

(Channel 34). It also provides VHF tone-only paging at 
152.24 MHz. The operating range (service area) of VHF signals 
is larger tnan for UHF sigoals. OC proposes to expand the 
service areas of all of those frequencies except for 454.35 
MHz. This exc lus ion is necessary to avoid interference with 
RDC. OC has received FCC approval for the construction of 
the-facilities needed to expaud its service area. 

Mr .. Hull testified t?-at (a) customers prefer VHF 

equipment to UHF equipment beeause VHF units cost less ancl 

have greater coverage (throughout the United States) than 
'O'HF; (b) VHF equipment was used before UHF equipment; 
(c) UHF frequencies were not used until VHF channels were 
fully loaded; (d) OC had a slowly mOVing waiting list for new 
VHF customers; (e) OC could accept additional customers on its 
UHF frequencies; and (f) OC did not anticipate any growth 
in mobile customers 'as a result of the proposed expansion. 
OC has intercarrier mobile service agreements with several 
carriers, ~cluding ICS and IRT. 
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Exhibit 5 is an RTU intercarrier traffic exchange 
agreement entered into between IR.'I', American Mobile Radio, 
Inc., oe, and IRl'-S3 to operate otle-way signaling stations 
a1: a 'frequetu:y of 152.24 MHz. ' '!he agreement requires 
(a) transmission of paging signals to all of the customers 
of the several RTtrs (on the common frequency) from the 

transmitters of these RTUs, (b) construction of microwave 
interconnections to achieve common control of all of the 
paging transmitters, and (c) the.filiDg of an FCC application to 
construct an additional transmitter ou Oat Mountain by IRX, 
the system operator. !he interchange was designed to make 

max:£mu:m. use of the frequency, to min~e energy use, and 
to reduce costs. 

Mr.' Hull testified that none· of the RT'O's could 
provide tone-only paging serviee in the Santa Ana Canyon area 

with their existing equipment, but the new equipment installed 
pursuant to the intercarrier agreement would provide some 
coverage in the canyon. However, OC could provide a higher 
quality and more reliable coverage within the canyon and 
within the proposed service area from Sierra Peak to its own 
customers and to the customers of other RnTs sharing the 
152.24 MHZ channel. 

Mr. Dow testified that the proposed OC service area 
is one of the most rapidly developing areas in southern 
california. Builders of new residential, com:mercial, and 
industrial subdivisions, land developers, building materials 

suppliers, real estate salespersons, and finanCial service
persons who are OC customers need serviee in the proposed 
area. He analyzed a questionnaire survey on tb.e need for the 
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.' e expanded service which was sent to OC' s- 356 mobile custOmers 
(ope:ating 412. mobile telephone units) and 604. tone-and-voice 
paging customers (exclusive of mobile customers), as well as 
population data. Most of' the responses, '125 of the l60 mobile 
customers (78 percent) and l35 of 251 tone-.and-voice paging 
castomers ·(54 percent), indicated a need for service in the 
proposed area. 

. 
A followup telephoue survey of some of the customers 

needing service showed 67 to 86 percent of the people called 
wanted service in the vicinity of the eities of San Ber:a.ard1no, 
Pomona, and/or Ri versicle. Over one-third of these people needed 
service in or near all three cities. In a nine-month period 
there were 70 transient calls made by 34 OC mobile customers 
through IRT-SB and 385 calls made by 25 customers through RDC. 
Mr. Dow testified that 34 of the 48 major real estate develop-. 
ments he ic1entified, as they appeared in the Sunday real estate 
section of au edi'tion of the wiclely cireula'Ced Los Angeles Times, 
were in or very close to the Riverside and San Bernardino Couuty 
portions of the proposed area, and that Orange County-based f:Lrms 
were developing 16 of these projeets. l'b:ree Orange Coaney firms 
were developing ewo of the L4 projects in the Los Angeles 
expansion area. His review of past and projected popalat1on 
trends shows large increases in populations and in the rate of 
increases in the proposed Riverside and San Bernardino expansion 
areas and a substantial growth of popUlation in the Los Angeles 
CoontY' area, but at a relatively lower percentage increase. 

OC contencis that as a party to an intercar.rier 
agreement (Exhibit 5), it will directly compete for customers 
with les in providing wiele area tone-only paging service, 
whether or not the certificate is granted. 
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In order to demonstrate that granting the certificate 
to OC could have only a minor potential impact on ICS~ 
Mr. Dow testified that leS' 1974 and 1978 annual report data 
showed: 

a. IeS r gross income (excluding the opel:'ations 
of its rental equipment: subsidia~) increased 
from 617 thousand dollars to 4-1/4 million 
dollars; its net income increased from about 
$46~OOO to $637,000; its i~estment increased 
from about $1,500,000 to $4,700,000; and its 
return on investment increased from 4 percent 
to 22.5 percent. 

b. A greater relative growth occurred in lCS' 
paging. opera1:ions as compared witb. 11:s toea'I 
ope:cations, as indicated in the following 
tabulation: 

Ratio 
Item 1974 1978 1978:.-1974 

Number of Subscribers 
'tone-oiiIy 1,.389 5,777 416 
Mobile and Tone-and-Voice 965 1,160 120 

Number of Units 
'tone-onIy 3,518 24,130 686 
Mobile and Tone-and-Voice 1,486 2,198 148 
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Mr. Silver obtains dual tone-paging service from OC. 

Be desires mobile service in the proposed area. His business 
bas time constraints.. He loses money because he cannot quickly 
contact his callers. Sometimes his calls are' delayed by . 

. - ... .- . - ... • •• 4o-

vanda1.ism of telephones.. Mr.. Silver was paid by O~. for his . 
March 10, 1979 investigation of the availability of mobile 
service from three RIUs. He reqaes~ed mobile telephone 
service from Ies to provide coverage in the Riverside, San 
Berc.ardino, and Corotla. areas.. An ICS represeutative said 
that (a) due to a lack of turnover IeS stopped adding names 
to its new mobile subscriber waiting list and to its. equip
ment rental waiting list; (b) it could not handle more than 
its 300 mobile customers, and (c) new mobile customers 
were picked from its waiting lis~ after a subscriber dis
continued service.. An IRT. representative informed h~ that 
(a:) only five slots reserved for emergency services were 
available out of thei~ 245 mobile unit capacity; (b) it bad 
little turnover of mobile customers; (c) it had a waiting 
list of 12 prospective customers, who owned their equipment; 
(d) it rented out 15 units; and (e) it did not sell mobile 
equipment. RDS informed him that (a) only one of RDS' three 
mobile units available for rental was operable and five people 
were on a list to rent the two units being repaired--if tbey 
ever became available; (b) its signal would not reaCh 
Riverside or San Bera.a:dino; and (c) it had UHF equipment, 
but VHF equipment was needed for registration in San 
Berc.ardino. 
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Mr. Lewis is in charge of all field operations for 
his family's Orange County-based industrial park building 
company. The firm's building act ivity has shifted from Orange 
County to a number of locations throughout the proposed service 
area. The firm is a customer of oc. It uses three mobile 
units. Mr. I..ewis' ear is his mobile office. He uses his 
mobile equipment to speak to a very large ntmlber of people. 
He wants the expanded service because he catmot receive 
signal.s from OC in many locations in Los Angeles, Riverside, 
and San Bernardino counties at this time.. He is not satisfied 
with .incomittg transient reception service, due in part to his 
not shifting the dial on his equipment to pick up another 
R'I'U's station, and to problems in giving out multiple tele
phone numbers to his many callers.. He therefore uses OC' s 
message holding service and, when necessary, uses transient 
service for making outgoing calls. He believes that missing 
calls§;./ have cost him many tens of thousands of dollars .. 

Miss Duncombe uses a mobile unit and a t01le-.a1ld
voice pager in selling real estate. She works in various 
locations in the proposed service ar~a two to three ti=es per 
week and is in constant contact with Clients, other agents, 
lenders, and escrow agents. She wants the expanded service 
because (a) the receipt of incoming calls is more important 
to her than outgo~g calls, (b) the receipt of incoming 
transient calls involves the impossible task of mo'C.itoring 

!/ A weak incoming signal not sufficient to provide voice 
transmission is sometimes not strong enough to operate 
a signal light advising him of a call. 
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the local channel, (c) her callers cannot call her back. on 
transient service, and (d) there are unsatisfactory delays 
in waiting for' openings to make outgoing transient calls. 

Other Shared Channel Use 

ICS desires the Commission to, consider the 
potential of OC' s_ meeting its mobile customers' needs through 
the shared use of UHF channels of 470-512 MHz. ICS contends 
that although actual use of these UHF channels was still 
uncertain~2.7 such. use by OC~ in lieu of the requested 

I 

certificate, would tend to alleviate a common problem faced 

by all RTUs providing mobile service in the Los Angeles Basin. 

area. 
'!he FCC Memorandum Opinion and Order, released on 

October 16, 1978, in Docket No. 21039 (Reference Item A), set 
up a procedure for allocation of UHF television (TV) channels 
for shared use'of authorized RTU licensees and TV licensees 

in 13 of the largest urbanized areas in the United States. 

In the Los Angeles area IO RTUs101 (including OC and protestants 

herein) are located within the prescribed 50-mile radius from 

the designated central location. !hese R'IUs may joi1ltly use 

the 12 radio frequency pairs (of a potential 120 pairs) for 
each of the two TV channels made available. The joint use 
of automatically trunked frequencies would permit greater use 

of individual radio channels than exclusive rights for such 
cb.annel use. An initial limitation of 40 mobile uc.its per 

channel was imposed., or 960 units for the Los Angeles area. 
Further upward modifications in cb..mnel loading would be 

governed by an 85 percent average channel use during the busy 
hour. 

Jj Mr. Harris, testi£~ng for IC~ believes that 1:he system migh1: 
go into operation "somewhere between two years and never" 
(R'I317). 

10/ Two of these RTUs are 'COt certificated in California. 
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As of February 9;t 1981;t the FCC had not 4C1:ed upon 

1:he individual applications of the 10 RIDs or on the application 
of Common carrier Commanications;t Inc. (CCC);t a "carrier's 

carrier", set up to provide service only to the partic ipating 
RTUs ... 

Mr. Hull did not believe that allocation of the 
470-512 MHz chanc.els would meet OC' s needs.. He questi01led 

whether all of the 10 affected RTUs could come to an agreement 
to participate in a frequency-sharing agreement operated by CCC. 
He further testified that: (a) the demand for mobile service in 
Los Angeles Basin is such that the proportional share allocated 

to each carrier would not come anywhere near to fulfilling the 

needs of the public; (b) operational costs for such a system 

would be two to three times as costly as providing service over 
existing manual service equipment; (c) the costs of tlle more 
sophisticated mobile units required would be about $2,500 per 
unit versus $1;t800 to $1,900 for the type of unit in use today; 
(d) the controlling computer and associated equipment would be 
cousiderably more expensive than the equipment currently in 
operation; (e) the more stringent loading limitatiOtl. of 40 
mobile units per channel compared to existing loadings would 

drive up unit costs; and (f) a great cleal of existing . 
equipment would have 1:0 be disposed of and new equipment 
purchased and/or leased to ~plement the proposal. 

After the FCC issues a 470-512 MHz license(s), 

implementation would be time-consuming and costly. Equipmeut 
needed to jointly use 12 frequency pairs is not available. 

The basis for allocating chancel slots to the 10 RIUs has not 
been established. A pro rata allocation may not be sufficient 
to meet ec's needs. There is no justification for delaying 
action on ec's proposal until there is a viable market on the 
470-512 MHz channels. 
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ICS Testimony 
Mr. Harris sponsored exhibits showing tariff service 

area maps, rate tariffs, anuual reports, showing customers and 
revenues, and intercarrier agreements of RnTs which, may be 
affected by granting the proposed certificate. As of July 30, 

1979, ICS served (a) 326 mobile telephones on the following 
frequencies: 454.15 MHz, 454.2 MHz, and 454.3 MHz; (b) 1,789 
eone-and-voice pagers using the 454.175 frequency exclusively; 
(c) S44 tone-and-voice pagers sharing the 454.3 frequency with 
mobile eele,pb.oues; and' (d) 2,953 eone-otlly pagers .using the 158.70 

MHz frequency. IeS leases equipment and provides transient 
service, including service to a monthly average of 16 OC 
mobile units. ICS uses a number of foreign exchange lines 
to provide statewide and southern California service to its 
customers at local message unit rates. ICS' radiote1ephot1e 
service'rates to mobile units are: 

4. Unlimited Hours Service 

(1) Service availability basis 
(2) Each special report call 
(3) Min~ charge basis 

b. Transient Service 
Each 30-second message 
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Objections of Ies 
ICS objects to the expansion of OC's service area 

because it would overlap the service areas of ICS and of other 
R'I'Us (and of wireline carriers). ICS contends that (a) OC 
seeks to aestroy or eliminate the service areas of other 
RTUs; (b) OC would not consider entering into an intercarrier 
agreement to eliminate inc01lvenie'Cces arising from interchanged 
traffic; (c) absent an intercarrier agx:eement, OC could have 
proceeded under Sections 766 and 76711/ of the Public. Utilities 
Code; (d) OC has failed to establish public convenience and 
necessity for the proposed expansion in conformity with tbe 
requirements of D .88.513 and Rule 18 (0) of the Commiss ion's 
Rules of Practice and Procedure; and (e) OC failed to 
establish that transient service is unavailable and/or 
inadequate within the proposed area .. 

Section 766 permits the Commission to' order "a physical 
connection ••• between the lines of two or more telephone 
corporations or ••• telegraph corporations ••• to form a 
continuous line of communication, ••• and to establish 
joint rates, tolls, or charges" or to divide the coses 

.. 

of the connection. Section 767 permits the Commission 
to direct the "use by one public utility of all or any 
part of the conduits, subways, tracks, wires, poles, 
pipes, or other equipment, on, ove:r, or under any street 
or highway, and belonging to another public utility, ••• 
and prescribe a reasonable compensaeiou and reasonable 
terms and conditious for joint use" upon the Commissiou' s 
own motion, or upon the complaint of au affected public 
utility. 
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Further OC Arg:ment 
lCS' service area overlaps the service areas of 

several RXUs with whom it shares paging frequency l54.70 MHz. 
IeS transmits the paging signals of these RTUs ~nd bills 
them for the use of its facilities. 

OC believes that IeS' proposal would require it to 
relinquish substantial control of its FeC station licenses and 
become more of a sales agent than an independent RTU. It 
does not want a relationship with ICS s~ilar to the relation
ship of the R'l"Us s,haring the 154.70 MHz frequency with leS 
as illustrated by the test~ony of Mr. Harris (RT 291, 292) 
in which he objects to calling those RTUs partners. He 
states: "So they are not partne~s in any sense of the word. 
. .. I said that if you were going to characterize them, 
you would characterize them as a customer." 

, 

OC argues that Mr. Harris' testimony shows that the 
cost of providing service would be greater under his proposed 
agre~nt than if OC obtained certification, and it ~eveals 
Mr. Harris' strategy for exploiting the dominant position Ies 
enjoys in the southern California RTU industry, in terms of 
number of customers, total revenue, and service area coverage, 
to extort unreasonable and unjustifiable concessions from 
.potential competitors. OC cites the follOWing cross-examination 
of IeS' Barris: 

"Q. 

"A. 

And essentially in the wide-area agreement that 
you propose to Orange County in connection with 
this proceeding~ your proposal was essentially 
to make Orange County a customer of yours, too, 
wasn't it very much on the same basis'? 
Well, not in that sense, no. 
"Let me explain that .. 
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"Q: 

"A: 
"Q: 
"A: 

"I have entered :Lnto another agreement aud am about: 
to enter tllto a second agreement where we will 
provide facilities and we will maintaiu equi~t, 
or the licensee can maintain the equipment, but 
when they are crossing ~he borderline in~o our 
service territory, we want to be compensated_ 

"And my suggestion is that there is a way to do away 
with this entire bearing. It's that we will put 
the facilities up there, we will build it so they 
can use it. 

''We won't touch it if they want to matlltaiu it. 
They cau maintain it. 

"And there is some kind of way to exchange dollars 
with Orange County. 

'''We can lease them the equipment over a ten-year 
period. 

"There are all kinds of ways to· s it down and nego
tiate and end up with what they are about to 
do here at least. 

"I think what they're trying to do is. to j~ 
boundaries. 

''That is ~he effect of what they are doing. 
"And I think it's wrong. 

And so your proposal essentially to Orange County 
was that you would coustruct the facilities on 
Sierra Peak? 

Yes. 
And that you would become a licensee on that facility? 
No. They would be the licensee. 

"ALJ LEVANDER: 'They'- being--

"'I'HE. WITNESS: Ther, would be ~he lice~ee, or we would be 
the liceusee-. r 

*' * * 
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"Q: 

rrA: 

"Q: 

"A: 

"Q: 

"A: 
"Q: 

flA: 

"Q: 

"A: 

"Q: 

"A: 
"Q: 

"A: 
"Q: 

But they would pay you something by virtue of the 
fact that that signal went into your service area'? 
'Ihat is true. That is m.y philosophy. 
That of course would increase the cost of their 
operation; isn't that true? . 
Just as what they are going to spend $50 ~ 000 up 
there~ it's going to increase the cost. 
Okay. 

"If they had agreed to your proposal, they would 
be spending the same $50,000 putting in that 
transmitter up there on Sierra Peak that they are 
propos ing here; isn't that; correct? 

Yes. 
And they would be paying additional money to you 
for the privilege of operating that frequency w~th
in your service territory; isn't that true? I 

That would be my idea of it. ff \ 

* * * So in that case it would increase the cost of their 
providing the service proposed in this application 
if they were to euter into the agreement that you 
propose? 
Any way they do it it's going to increase their 
cost. 
But my question is it would be more expensive for 
them to provide that service if they agreed to 
your proposal than it would be if they sfmply built 
the transmitter and provided the service themselves 
if that area became part of their service area? 
I won't agree to that at all. 
I thought you just said that their additional cost 
would be the ~rice paid to you for the privilege 
of operating ~n your service territory? 
!hat is correct,--
Okay. 
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"A: --which might be less than what they are doing this 
way. 

"Q: I see. 

''tess than the cost of prosecuting the application? ' 
"A: OVer a ten-year period it would probably be less 

when they get through paying your bill and the other 
bills. They're going to have 100 grand tied up ~here 
and, I doubt that. I think it could be worked out 
where they could save money. rr 

OC argues that antitrust consideratious compel 

Commission rejection of ICS' proposals as an alternative to 

certification. (Industrial Communications Systems zInc. v 
Public Utilities Commission (1978) 22 C'3d 572, SS2; Northern 

California Power Agency v Public Utilities Commission (197l) 
5 C 3d 370, 380; and D.8981S dated December 22, 1978: in 

A.54997 .. ) 
OC concludes that (a) the record demonstrates that 

the proposed coustruction will facilitate a much needed wide 

area coverage; (b) existing and proposed interearrier agree
ments are tlOt desirable, practica.l, or adequate to meet this 

need; and (c) other carriers have inadequate area. coverage 
and/or insufficient system capacity. 
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Discussion 

" ,', 
.' ., 
"I 

1 
i 
4 

I 
The presene volume of transient calls to or £rom OC 

i customers in the proposed service area is Qot large. An ICS 
I 

survey shows that ewo-thirds of ~obile calls are from the 
mobile unit to a landline. ICS believes that OC has not 
established need for certification because the volume of 
transient calls from OC customers in the proposed area is 
small. IeS does not address whether receipt of an incoming 
call to a mobile unit generally results in the placement of 
one or more outgo~g calls. While Ies belittles the delay 
and inconveniences to the public in using transient 
service, OC and its customers have demonstrated that the 
problem is a real o~. OC established that there is a' great 
deal of subdivision and.building activity taking place in ~he 

proposed service area, and that many of OC's customers need a 
better method of ;eceiving messages or paging sign41s in the 
expanded area and in Santa Ana Canyon to more effectively 
conduct their business activit~s. Where effective, 
transient service costs OC's mobile subscribers two to five . 
times as mucb. as OC' s 15 cents per minute charge for calls in 
excess of the 75-message allowance. There was no dispute 
about the heavy mobile channel loading of the affected Rnl's. 
If greater reliance were placed on transient service, it 
would increase channel loading because many incoming calls 
would be routed and transmitted to OC's t~ansmitters and then 
to transmitters of other RTUs. Adoption of OC' s proposal 
would improve service to its mobile customers in 1ehe expanded 
area and cut clown on the channel loading of other R'l't1s. 
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The incremental revenue ~pact on OC's operations 
would be minor. OC' s paging-only customer growth is far 
greater in magnitude than the uominal 20 customer per year 
growth attributed to the- expansion of OC' s service area. 
OC can absorb initial incremental losses, if any, attributable 
to providing the expanded service authorized herein (see 
Exhibit 4). OC will also obtain additional revenues ~rom 
mobile customers operating in the expanded service area, who 
exceed the 75-message allowance and from tone-and-voice paging 
customers who exceed the 50-~age allowance in its tariffs. 

lCS is the, largest R'IU in southern California. The 
proportion of its paging-only operations bas been 
increasing. Its annual service growth of tone-only pagers 
has increased from 5,000 in 1975. to an estimated 9,000 in 1979. 
Mr. Harris does not believe that ICS would be hurt economically 
by granting the certificate based on the past business practices 
of OC' s management. He voices a vague fear that lCS might be 
hurt years in the future after control of OC is transferred. 

IeS' proposal for OC to pay f,or broadcasting within 
ICS' existing territory provides no discernible public benefit. 
Its proposal for individual OC mobile customers to trade in 
their equipment and to sign up for service from les has no 
merit because lCS has a.waiting list for new customers. 
Adding additional transmitters on otbe~ RTOs' towers capable 
of broadcasting on OC's frequencies would be costly and would 
create interference problems. 
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Implementation of the iutercarrier agreement by the 

signatory RTUs, including constructicm. of a trausmitter on Oat: 
Mountain, will provide paging-only competition to leS throughout 
much of the Los Angeles Basin whether or 1lot tbe requested 
certification is granted. !he Oat Mounta~ facility would 
permit tone-only paging in the Santa Ana Canyon area. 'I'he 

addi~ion of OC's transmitter on Sierra Peak would improve the 
strength and reliability of 152.24 MHz paging-ouly signals in 
the Santa A:D.a Ca.nyon and in the extended area. 

ICS bas not demonstrated that the proposed expansion 
would destroy or eliminate its service area. OC 's proposa.l 
would permit it" to effectively meet the service requirements 
of its present customers with minor revenue impacts (due to 
the loss of some transient servicecalls) on other RTOs. 
Mr. Harris' testimony gives crede'CCe to OC' s fears about 
having its interests subordinated by adopting ICS' proposals. 
ICS, the largest RTU in the Los Angeles area, bas as its 
customer the second largesr: RTU in the area. Adoption of the 
above-quoted conceptual program proposed by lCS would restrain 
a desirable competition and affect the independence of OC. 
lCS bas not submitted a viable intercarrier agreement to 
el~inate inconveniences arising from interchanged traffic. 
Its proposal would increase the cost of providing expanded 
service to OC' s customers. OC will not use ICS' facilities 
or its frequencies in providing service. No determination 
based on Sections 766 and 767 of the Public Utilities Code 
is needed in this proceeding. OC's mobile and tone-and-voice paging 
customers could be expected to make increased use of OCls 
reliable service in the expanded area at reduced costs. 
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OC has established that service is not adequate in the expanded 
area. In this proceeditlg, authorization of overlapping service 
areas would be in the public interest. 
Findings of Fact 

1. OC is an RTU corporation providing two-way mobile, 
tone-and-voice, and tone-only service. Its principal pla.c:e of 
bus iuess is in the city of Santa. AAa. in Ora.nge County. 

2. OC proposes to COtlStruct certain facilities at an 
estimated cost of $47,400 to expand its service area to provide 

service to its customers in portions of Riverside, San BernardinO, 

and Riverside counties and to provide service within a portion 
of the Riverside Freeway corridor in Santa A:D.a. .Canyon, between 
its existing service area and the portion of its proposed area 

\ 
in Riverside and Saf Bernardino counties. 

3. OC provides mobile and tone-and-voice paging on VHF 
Channels 7 and 13 and on UHF Chanuels 33 and 34. It also 
provides VHF tone-only paging at 152.24 MHz. It proposes to 

transmit signals from a new tower on Sier.ra Peak on all of 
these frequencies except for Cban:c.el 34, to avoid interference 
with RDC, another R'XU. 

4. The FCC has authorized OC to construct the facilities and 

to use the frequencies~ signal, strengths, -and transmission site 
certificated herein. 

s. !here has been a substantial growth in population, 
subdivision activity, and building activity in the proposed 
service area. Many of OC' s customers are conducting a major 
part of 1:heir business activities in ehe expanded area. 
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6. Local topography prevents the signals from OC' s 
existing transmitters from reaching ~he proposed area and to. 
Santa Ana Canyon. 

7 • Many of OC' s customers need a better method of 
receiving messages or paging signals in the expanded area and 
in Santa Ana Canyon to more effectively conduct their business 
activities. 

8. Providing transient mobile service to OC's customers 
is inconvenient and m.ore costly than OC' s proposal. Many 
messages are lost. No transient service is available for 
tone-~d-vof~e paging customers. 

9. Adoption of OC' s proposal would improve service to 
its customers and cut down on the channel loading of other 
RTUs. 

10. OC's conservative est~te of .increased revenues 
attributable to expanding its service area shows ,a profit to. 
the fifth year of operation. 

ll. OC's proposed service area overlaps the service areas 
of several R'I'Us. 

12 • Protestant ICS is the largest R'IU in southel:n Cal iforn1a.. 
Its service area encompasses acts present and proposed service 
'areas. IeS would not be hurt economically by the granting of 
the certificate to OC. 

13. ICS has a waiting list of customers desiring mobile 
service. 

14. ICS cannot meet the needs of ac' s mobile or tone-and~ 
voice paging customer~ for expanded service. 

lS • Imp lementation of the intercarrier agreement:p ExhibL t 5 ~ 
will permit OC to signal its paging-only customers in an expanded 
area which includes ac's proposed service area. 
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16.. OC mobile and toue-and-voice customers could be 
expected to make increased use of OC's reliable service in 
the expanded area.. 'I'b.is increased use could be made at lower 
cost than under any of lCS' proposals • 

17. OC's proposed construction is feasible and practical 
from a technical and engineering standpoint. 

18. OC has the ability to construct a.nd to operate the 
facilities certificated herein. 

19. OC does not propose any changes in its tariff rates 
attributable to the expansion of its service area. 

20. Public convenien~e and necessity require the issuance 
of the certificate requested herein. 

21. It can be seen with reasonable certainty that there 
is no possibility that the proposed service may have a 

significant effect on the e~ironment. 
Conclusions of taw 

1. A.S661S should be granted to the extent set forth 
in the order which follows. 

2. ICS' concern about possible future impacts on its 
operations due to the future transfer of c01ltrol ofOC does 
not provide a reasonable basis for denying the requested 
cert if ic:ate • 

3. lCS' alternate proposals provide no disc~ible. 
benefits to the public. 

. 4. The possible future availability to OC of additional 
voice transmission signals on the 470-512 MHz range does not 
justify deferral of action on this application. 
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The certificate hereinafter granted is subject to the 

provision of law that the Commission shall have no power to 
authorize the ca.pita.lization of this certificate of public 

convenience and necessity or the right to own, operate, or 
enjoy such certificate of public convenience and necessity 

in excess of the amount (exclusive of :my tax or annual charge) 
actually paid to the State as the c01lSideratiou for the 
issuance of such 'certificate of public convenience and 
necessity or right. 

ORDER --_ .... -
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. A certificate of public convenience and necessity is 

granted to Orauge County Radiotelephone Service, Inc. (OC) to 
construct, operate, and maintain a one-way radiotelephone 

pa.ging system and a two-way radiote~ephone system from proposed 
base station facilities to be constructed and located at Sierra 
Peak, California. 

2. OC is authorized to file, after the effective date 
of this order, tariffs applicable to the service authorized 
herein containing rates and charges otherwise a.pplicable to 
its one-way paging and two-way radiotelephone services. Such 

filing shall comply with General Order No. 96-A. '!he tariffs 
shall become effective on not less than ten clays' notice. 

S. OC shall file, after the effective date of this 
order, as put of its tariff, an engineered service area map 
drawn in confor.mity with the provisions of Federal Communications 
Commission Rule 21.504, commonly known as the "Carey Report" • 
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4. OC shall notify this CO'ImIlissio'C. in writing of the 
elate service is first rendered 'to the public under the tariffs 
herein authorized within thirty days thereafter. 

S. 'Xb.e certifica.te herein granted shall terminate if not 

exer~ised within one year after the effective date of this order~ 
or such furtber period of time as may be a.uthorized. 

The effective da.te of this order shall be thirty days 

after the date hereof .. 

Dated MAY 191981 ) at San Franc:isco~ califoruia. .. 
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